
U.S. Fines Amazon for Crimea Orders
Technology giant found to have breached sanctions against
operating on the annexed peninsula.
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Amazon accepted orders from individuals in Crimea, who spelt the peninsula "Krimea" in their personal
information. Peter Steffen / dpa / TASS

The U.S. has fined Amazon for providing goods and services to individuals in Crimea, in
violation of U.S. sanctions which prohibit firms from operating on the annexed peninsula.

The technology giant was also found to have sold goods to customers based in Iran and Syria,
processed orders to people located or employed by embassies of Cuba, Iran, North Korea,
Sudan and Syria, and sold items to individuals sanctioned by the U.S. Treasury Department’s
Office of Foreign Assets Control’s (OFAC).

In total, Amazon was fined $134,523 for the violations, which occurred between 2011 and 2018.

Businesses face hefty penalties for operating on the Crimean peninsula, following its
annexation by Russia in 2014 — a move deemed illegal by much of the international



community and which resulted in the U.S., EU and other western countries placing stringent
sanctions on Russia and barring firms from being active or investing on the peninsula.

Related article: EU Extends Crimea Sanctions by 12 Months

Amazon said shoppers had been able to get round its automatic sanctions screening software
by putting spelling errors in their addresses, such as “Krimea.” Amazon also processed orders
where customers put their city and region as “Yalta,” as Amazon’s system didn’t realize the
city was in Crimea.

The fine amounts to 50% of the value of goods sold in violation of the various sanctions
regimes. OFAC determined that since Amazon voluntarily disclosed the violations, and that
they were deemed “non-egregious,” often for low-value goods, it would refrain from a
steeper penalty. On paper, the violations carried a potential maximum fine of more than $1
billion.

In its decision issued Wednesday, OFAC said the case should prompt other large multinational
tech companies and e-commerce platforms to ensure their sanctions compliance is
“commensurate with the speed and scale of their business operations” — in particular, by
being able to weed out common misspellings or transliterations of names and cities which
Amazon’s automatic software did not catch.
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